King Henry the Eighth started the Royal College of Physicians (RCP) in 1518 to make sure that doctors in London were properly trained to help people get well. More than 500 years later, that’s still what the RCP does - but now we do it all over the world, not just in London!

The RCP is now in a brand new building in Liverpool so we can meet more doctors and help people even more. Have you seen our new building, The Spine? We want you to make a picture of it to help us celebrate the building opening. You can use pens, pencils, paints or anything you like to make your creation!

Entry deadline: 1 September 2021
Winners announced: Early October 2021

- Your sketch at The Spine’s first exhibition
- Invitation to exhibition afternoon with your family
- Drawing supplies for you and your school
- iPad and voucher for art and design apps!

Send your sketch to sketchthespine@rcp.ac.uk